Gain dispersion for dissipative soliton generation in all-normal-dispersion fiber lasers
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Properties of dissipative solitons generated in all-normal-dispersion fiber lasers through the gain dispersion effect are numerically studied by using a pulse-tracing technique that considers interaction between gain saturation, gain dispersion, cavity dispersion, fiber Kerr nonlinearity, and cavity boundary conditions. The numerical results qualitatively match with experimental observations and show that the finite gain bandwidth, together with the pump power, determines the properties of the generated dissipative solitons, which further dictates the performance of the pulse compression. © 2009 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Fiber lasers, as a promising alternative to bulk solid-state lasers, have attracted considerable attention [1]. Apart from alignment-free operation and excellent spatial mode quality, fiber lasers provide other advantages such as compact structure, low cost, and flexibility. Erbium-doped fiber (EDF) lasers are widely used to generate radiation at the telecommunication wavelength window of 1.55 μm, where the availability of fiber-based components from the telecommunication industry accelerates the applications of fiber lasers.

Different from the pulse propagation in conservative systems, due to the existence of a gain-loss mechanism in lasers, pulses generated from the passively mode-locked fiber lasers are generally considered as dissipative solitons [2,3]. Traditionally, fiber lasers were operated in the anomalous cavity group velocity dispersion (GVD) regime, where ultrashort pulses are generated due to the balance between the cavity dispersion and fiber nonlinear Kerr effect. However, the pulse energy is limited to a few hundred picojoules. The appearance of stretched-pulse fiber lasers [4] significantly increases the pulse energy of the generated ultrashort pulses [5]. However, the pulse energy is still limited by the nonlinear phase accumulated in the laser. Recent research has revealed that a higher nonlinear phase shift could be tolerated in the normal dispersion regime (NDR) and that the chirped pulses could be generated in fiber lasers operated in the NDR [6–8], where the GVD and the fiber nonlinear Kerr effect play the same role so that no inherently stable pulses can be generated without additional auxiliary mechanisms. With the help of an intracavity saturable absorber mirror, dissipative solitons with narrow bandwidth were obtained in EDF lasers [8]. It is found that the spectral filtering is crucial for the chirped pulse generation in fiber lasers operated in the NDR. Due to the large
bandwidth of Yb-doped fibers (YDFs), a separated spectral filter is required for chirped pulse generation in YDF lasers [7]. For EDF lasers, the narrow gain bandwidth itself can function as a spectral filter in the laser cavity; thus a so-called “gain-guided soliton” can be generated [6,9]. A discrete spectral filter is essentially different from the spectral filtering caused by the narrow gain bandwidth, where, apart from the spectral filtering lasting the whole length of the gain medium, the strength of the spectral filtering is determined by the intrinsic features of the gain medium and the pump power. The function of a discrete spectral filter on dissipative solitons in NDR has been analyzed for YDF lasers [10–12]. However, no detailed analysis has been done for the gain dispersion (gain bandwidth limitation) effect on the properties of the generated dissipative solitons, especially when femtosecond pulses are required where an external pulse compressor is necessary. In this paper is a numerical study on the properties of dissipative solitons in all-normal-dispersion EDF lasers. It shows that the finite gain bandwidth, combined with the pump strength, determines the performance of the generated dissipative solitons, thus affecting efficient pulse compression required for high-power femtosecond pulse generation.

2. Laser Schematic and Simulation Model

The numerical simulations are based on a conventional ring fiber laser as shown in Fig. 1. The nonlinear polarization rotation technique is used to achieve the self-started mode locking. To this end, two sets of polarization controllers, one made of two quarter-wave plates and the other made of two quarter-wave plates and one half-wave plate, combined with a polarization-dependent isolator, are used to control the polarization state of the light. A segment of EDF is sandwiched between two segments of dispersion-compensated fiber (DCF) to form the laser cavity. All fibers have normal dispersion at the 1.55 μm wavelength window. The wavelength-division-multiplexing coupler and the output coupler are both made of the DCF.

We used the pulse-tracing technique to simulate the pulse evolution in the fiber laser [13]. Briefly speaking, we start the simulation with an arbitrary weak pulse and let it circulate in the laser cavity until a steady pulse evolution state is established. Whenever the pulse encounters an individual intracavity component except for the fiber segments, we multiply the Jones matrix of the component to the optical field of the pulse. To release the heavy computational requirements, simplification is done for the polarization control section. As shown in Fig. 2, the fiber laser is equivalently simplified into three parts. Polarization controller P1 at the beginning of the fiber and an analyzer at the end of the fiber describe the roles of the polarization controllers and the polarization-dependent isolator in the fiber laser. The two principal polarization axes of the birefringent fiber are the x (horizontal) and y (vertical) axes, and we consider that the birefringent axes of the three segments of fibers are the same. The fast axis of P1 and the transmission axis of the analyzer have an angle of θ and φ to the y axis of the fiber polarization, respectively.

Starting from a linearly polarized weak pulse \( F_n \), two polarization components are obtained when \( F_n \) travels through \( P_1 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
u &= F_n \sin \theta \exp(i\Delta \Phi), \\
u &= F_n \cos \theta,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \Delta \Phi \) is the phase shift between the wave components in the two orthogonal birefringent axes x and y.

Then the two polarization components propagate in the fiber segments, which is governed by the coupled Ginzburg–Landau equations (GLEs):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial u}{\partial z} &= -i\beta u + \delta \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} - \frac{ik''}{2} \frac{\partial^3 u}{\partial t^3} + ik'' \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} + i\gamma \sqrt{|u|^2 + \frac{2}{3} |v|^2} u \\
&\quad + \frac{i\zeta}{3} v^2 u^* + \frac{\varepsilon}{2} u + \frac{\zeta}{2} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2}, \\
\frac{\partial v}{\partial z} &= i\beta v - \delta \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial t^2} - \frac{ik''}{2} \frac{\partial^3 v}{\partial t^3} + ik'' \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial t^2} + i\gamma \sqrt{|v|^2 + \frac{2}{3} |u|^2} v \\
&\quad + \frac{i\zeta}{3} u^2 v^* + \frac{\varepsilon}{2} v + \frac{\zeta}{2} \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial t^2},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( u \) and \( v \) are the normalized envelopes of the optical pulses along the two orthogonal polarization axes of the fiber, and \( u^* \) and \( v^* \) are the conjugates of \( u \) and \( v \). \( 2\beta = 2\pi \Delta n/\lambda \) is the wave-number difference between the two polarization modes of the fiber, where \( \Delta n \) is the difference between the effective indices of the two modes, and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength. \( 2\delta = 2\beta/2\pi c \) is the inverse GVD, where \( c \) is the light speed. \( k'' \) is the second order dispersion coefficient, \( k''' \) is the third order dispersion coefficient, and \( \gamma \)
represents the nonlinearity of the fiber. \( g \) is the saturable gain coefficient of the fiber, and \( \Omega_g \) is the bandwidth of the laser gain. We note that we take the 3 dB bandwidth throughout the paper if it is not specially stated. Without losing generality, we assume that the peak gain wavelength of the parabolic gain profile coincides with the central wavelength \( \lambda_c \). For undoped fibers \( g = 0 \), for EDF, we considered the gain saturation as

\[
g = G \exp \left[ - \frac{\int (|u|^2 + |v|^2)dt}{P_{\text{sat}}} \right].
\]

where \( G \) is the small-signal-gain coefficient and \( P_{\text{sat}} \) is the normalized saturation energy.

The light propagates along with the laser cavity configuration and finally projects on the transmission axis of the analyzer:

\[
F_{n+1} = u' \sin \phi + v' \cos \phi,
\]

where \( u' \) and \( v' \) are the two orthogonal polarization components of the light after propagation in all the fiber segments.

To reveal the properties of the dissipative solitons, we performed numerous numerical simulations under various conditions, varying the gain and gain bandwidth. We assumed that the gain saturation is weak in our simulation. Larger small-signal gain means stronger pump power.

The parameters shown in Table 1 were used for our simulations. \( L_0 \) is the birefringence beat length, and the laser cavity length \( L = 6 \) m, which is composed of 1 m DCF, 4 m EDF, and another 1 m DCF in sequence, and the output position is in the middle of the second segment of DCF.

### 3. Simulation Results

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the generated stable dissipative solitons with characteristically steep spectral edges when the small-signal gain is fixed at 1000 and all other parameters are unchanged except the cavity linear phase delay bias (CLPDB) \[13\], which corresponds to the experimental condition that the pump power is fixed but the wave plates are rotated. We found that, within the mode-locking regime of the CLPDB and with fixed pump power, the spectral bandwidth of the generated dissipative soliton increases with the increasing CLPDB, and simultaneously the temporal pulse width decreases. However, as shown in Table 2, the time–bandwidth product of the generated dissipative soliton is always much larger than that of the transform-limited pulse, which suggests that the generated dissipative soliton is always heavily chirped. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show a typical operation state obtained in a similar all-normal-dispersion fiber laser \[6\], where, after a dissipative soliton is experimentally achieved, we only changed the orientation of one of the wave plates while keeping all other operation conditions fixed. Different orientations (marked with letter a, b, and c) correspond to stable dissipative solitons with different properties. Figure 3(c) shows the optical spectrum, while Fig. 3(d) shows the corresponding autocorrelation trace of the stable dissipative solitons. The detailed fiber laser parameters can be retrieved from Ref. [6]. A narrower pulse width corresponds to broader spectral bandwidth, which agrees quite well with the simulation result. We note that numerically we obtained a flattop spectrum, and experimentally there was always some structure on the top of the spectrum. We attribute the spectrum difference to the difference between the real gain profile and the numerically assumed parabolic gain profile.

Figure 4 shows a typical simulation result obtained when the CLPDB is set at 1.6\( \pi \) and the laser gain is varied, which corresponds to the experimental condition that all the operation conditions are fixed except the pump power. It is obvious that with a fixed CLPDB, both broader spectral bandwidth and wider pulse width are obtained under stronger pump power while the single pulse operation is maintained. This behavior of dissipative solitons has been reported (Fig. 3 in Ref. [6]). The numerical simulation reproduced the experimental observation. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the pulse instantaneous frequency (with respect to the central frequency) cross section along the cavity. Since we used the coupled GLEs to simulate the pulse evolution in the cavity to take into account the weak birefringence of the fiber, the instantaneous frequency evolution along each principal birefringence axis is plotted separately. We have overlapped instantaneous frequency profiles at different positions along the cavity in one figure. It is found that not only the instantaneous frequencies of the dissipative solitons along the horizontal and vertical principal axes are almost the same, but also the instantaneous frequencies across the pulse profile at different cavity positions have very small differences. The frequency chirp of the generated dissipative soliton is increased with increasing pump power, and stronger pump power corresponds to faster instantaneous frequency variance.

We also found that the spectral extension of the generated dissipative solitons under increasing pump power is not symmetrically related to the central wavelength as shown in Fig. 4(a). The extension to the short-wavelength side is faster than that to the long-wavelength side. It can be understood as the following: the cavity transmission can be described by \[13\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Parameters Used in the Simulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k''_{\text{DF}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L/L_0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{sat}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ T = \sin^2 \theta \sin^2 \varphi + \cos^2 \theta \cos^2 \varphi \\
+ \frac{1}{2} \sin 2\theta \sin 2\varphi \cos (\Phi_l + \Phi_{nl}) , \quad (5) \]

where \( \Phi_l \) is the linear phase delay and \( \Phi_{nl} \) is the nonlinear phase delay. In the simulation, the linear phase delay includes two parts, the CLPDB and the linear phase shift caused by the fiber birefringence:

\[ \Phi_l = \Delta \Phi + 2\pi \left( 1 - \frac{\Delta l}{\lambda} \right) \frac{L}{L_b} . \quad (6) \]

A simple mathematical calculation shows that, with 1.6\( \pi \) CLPDB, the cavity transmission is monotonously decreased around the central wavelength from the short-wavelength side to the long-wavelength side. As the gain profile is assumed to have a parabolic shape symmetrical to the central wavelength, the effective gain extends further toward the short-wavelength side compared with the long-wavelength side, and thus the whole pulse spectrum is actually blueshifted with increasing pump power. Determined by the cavity linear phase delay, it is also possible to observe the redshift of the whole pulse spectrum with increasing pump power.

The gain bandwidth limitation is crucial for dissipative soliton generation. Numerically once we assume infinite gain bandwidth, no mode locking can be achieved. However, we note that the spectral bandwidth of the generated dissipative solitons can be beyond the gain bandwidth limitation. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the spectral bandwidth is larger than the 16 nm of gain bandwidth when the small-signal gain is larger than 2000. Figure 5(a) shows the spectral bandwidth of the generated dissipative solitons versus the small-signal gain with fixed CLPDB of 1.6\( \pi \) under different gain bandwidth limitation. We found that, after mode locking is achieved, under fixed gain bandwidth limitation and constant CLPDB, there exists an optimal pump value to achieve the maximum spectral bandwidth, which could be larger than the gain bandwidth. We note that we used the 3 dB bandwidth as the pulse spectral bandwidth. Due to the heavier chirp caused by the stronger pump power, a thumlike spectral profile [14] appears as shown in Fig. 5(b), which results in bandwidth reduction with increasing pump power. Too strong a pump power would ultimately destroy the single pulse operation of the fiber laser, and consequently either noiselike pulses [15] or multiple dissipative solitons [16] are obtained.
We have also studied the gain dispersion effect on the properties of the generated dissipative solitons. Figure 6 shows the optical spectra and the temporal profiles of the generated dissipative solitons with the same simulation parameters except the gain bandwidth. The CLPDB is set at $1.6\pi$ and the small-signal gain is $G = 1000$. It is clear that the pulse width of the generated dissipative soliton is increased with

Fig. 4. Dissipative solitons under different small signal gains at CLPDB = $1.6\pi$: (a) optical spectrum, (b) autocorrelation trace, (c) instantaneous frequency (respect to the central frequency) profiles of the horizontal components at different cavity positions, (d) instantaneous frequency (respect to the central frequency) profiles of the vertical components at different cavity positions.

Fig. 5. (a) Spectral bandwidth of the dissipative solitons versus the small-signal gain at CLPDB = $1.6\pi$ under different gain bandwidth limitations; (b) optical spectrum of the dissipative solitons at CLPDB = $1.6\pi$ and $\Omega_g = 32$ nm.

Fig. 6. Dissipative solitons with different gain bandwidths at CLPDB = $1.6\pi$ and $G = 1000$. 
the gain bandwidth, but the spectral bandwidth is reduced. Therefore a gain medium with broader gain bandwidth is favored for large energy pulse generation, as a wider pulse can lower the peak power, consequently reduce nonlinearity, and hence accommodate more energy in the chirped pulses. This conclusion has practical application for YDF lasers, as YDF has broader spectral bandwidth. By using YDF lasers, it is promising to generate pulses with stronger energy compared with the current achievable limitation in YDF lasers with a spectral filter provided that the discrete spectral filter is removed and a stronger pump source is available.

As a dissipative soliton is a heavily chirped pulse, to achieve femtosecond pulses it is necessary to introduce an external pulse compressor. Normally the pulse compressor can be bulky grating pairs or prism pairs. However, due to the anomalous dispersion of standard single mode fibers (SMFs) and the normal chirp of the dissipative solitons, it is naturally possible to use a segment of common fiber to function as the pulse compressor, which has the advantages of no need for alignment, low cost, and simple structure. The nonlinearity of fibers should also affect the dechirp process of the generated dissipative solitons, which is normally ignored when bulky grating pairs or prism pairs are used to compensate the chirp.

Numerically we calculated the pulse evolution in an external segment of SMF with a GVD coefficient of $-20.9 \text{ ps}^2/\text{km}$ beginning from the stable dissipative solitons shown in Fig. 4. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the detailed pulse width evolution in a 40-m-long SMF when the fiber nonlinearity is considered and that in a 50-m-long SMF when the fiber nonlinearity is not considered, respectively. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) suggest that the frequency chirp of the generated dissipative soliton is increased with increasing pump power. However, the dechirping process shown in Fig. 7 suggests that the fiber length needed to achieve the minimum pulse width is nearly the same for dissipative solitons with different chirp when the chirp is larger than a certain value. The minimum pulse width after compression is independent of the chirp. Taking the fiber nonlinearity into account is helpful for the compression of dissipative solitons, as a smaller minimum pulse width can be obtained, which suggests that a fiber segment is better than grating pairs or prism pairs for dissipative solitons’ dechirping. A fluctuation after the minimum pulse width is obtained as shown in Fig. 7. This is due to the calculation program as we take the first peak for the pulse width calculation and the main peak of the dissipative soliton is compressed accompanied with pulse wing rising as shown in Figs. 7(a) (Media 1) and 7(b) (Media 2). Media 1 shows, for example, the pulse evolution in the 40-m-long SMF with the initial dissipative soliton obtained under the CPLDB of 1.6$\pi$ and $G=1000$, where the fiber nonlinearity is taken into account. Media 2 shows, for example, the pulse evolution in the 50-m-long SMF with the initial dissipative soliton obtained under the CPLDB of 1.6$\pi$ and $G=1000$, where the fiber nonlinearity is not taken into account. The nonlinear chirp of the dissipative soliton can be verified by the pedestal pulses generated around the main peak during pulse compression. Due to the large peak power of the compressed dissipative solitons, pulse breaking evolution can be observed after the pulse with minimum pulse width is achieved in both videos.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have numerically studied the properties of dissipative solitons generated in all-normal-dispersion fiber lasers. We found that finite gain bandwidth is crucial for chirped pulse generation in fiber lasers operated in the NDR. The generated dissipative soliton is always heavily chirped. The frequency chirp of the generated dissipative soliton is increased with increasing pump power, and stronger pump power corresponds to faster instantaneous frequency variance. There exists an optimal pump value to achieve the maximum spectral bandwidth, which could be larger than the gain bandwidth limitation. Broader gain bandwidth can support a dissipative soliton with wider pulse width; therefore a gain medium with broader gain bandwidth can support a dissipative soliton with stronger pulse energy, provided the pump power is strong enough. Under the situation of maintaining the single pulse operation, strong pump power as large as
possible is useful for generating femtosecond pulses with high pulse energy, as the minimum pulse width could be obtained with a moderate length of SMF as a pulse compressor. Dissipative solitons are expected in YDF lasers without any intracavity discrete spectral filter. However, due to the broader spectral bandwidth of YDF and the limitation of the pump power of the available pump source for YDF lasers, no dissipative solitons have been observed. We believe that with the development of pump source technology, dissipative solitons can also be achieved in YDF lasers without any intracavity discrete spectral filter.
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